Five Petitions Submitted For Fourth Leader

Two Girls, Three Boys Will Run in May 7th Vote for Chancellors

The students' council has received seven petitions from students, nine of which have qualified for the election of chancellors. Eight candidates have been registered, of whom five are students. The second meeting of the council is scheduled for May 6th at 10 a.m. to assemble the petitions and anonymous formats for the polling of the student body.

Novelist Will Talk At Rice on Monday

Miss Taaffe will address a multitudinous audience at the meeting of the Young Women's Discussion Club at 10 a.m. in the 145 auditorium. Miss Taaffe was the author of "A Summer in Provence," a book which has been widely read. The meeting is open to the public and all are invited to attend.

Rondeau Queen Wookie Reigns Tonight

The coronation ceremony of the Rondeau Queen Wookie will take place tonight in the Rice Auditorium. The event is being held to honor the achievements of the previous Rondeau Queen and to inaugurate the new queen. The ceremony will feature music, dance, and other festivities.

New Honor System Constitutes Gets 1013 Votes For Adoption

The new Honor System, which was voted on by the student body, has been adopted with a strong majority. The system is designed to improve the integrity of the student body and to encourage academic excellence.

The THRasher Presidential Poll... Cameron Looms As Dark Horse; But Opinion Appears Well-Divided

Unreported Support Mary Spreads Over U.S. But Cameron Is Silent

The THRasher presidential poll indicates that Mary has the most support, but her lead is not as strong as previously thought. Cameron is seen as a dark horse candidate, while the other candidates are well-divided. The poll is based on a random sample of students.

Jim Smith to Speak Of Recent Crisis In Czechoslovakia

Mr. Smith will deliver a lecture on the recent crisis in Czechoslovakia, which has caused much concern and discussion among students.

Student Political Speakers Wanted

Most students have mentioned the need for political speakers at Rice, and the student council has been working on arranging a series of talks. The council is looking for speakers who can address a variety of issues, including foreign policy, economics, and social justice.

Rice Chapter of U.W.F. Will Meet Monday at Noon

A meeting for the formation of the U.W.F. chapter at Rice is scheduled for Monday at noon. The meeting will be held in the Rice auditorium, and all members and interested students are encouraged to attend.

For A Virile Leader

The THRasher Student Government has made a call for candidates for the position of president. The candidates will be chosen by the student body, and the position will be filled in the next few weeks.
**Editorials**

**But Why?**

It is with all of condemnation that we view the staffing of ball teams with straw votes for Wallace. The staffs had no final say in selecting the ball teams from last week's THESSER.

There is no doubt that this is what happened—especially since the 22 ballots taken Saturday morning from one hall were for Wallace. In another campus box the staffs had made an attempt to cram out the vote over a number of the potential candidates to increase Wallace's "lead." They voted each person over as a Republican for William D. Douglas, who has the most ardent of the existing New Dealers, or a Demo-

**The Last Seat on the Bus**

He stood by the flag pole and looked at the school-built surroundings. The campus was quite different, and the old bell that sounded the first time he'd ever tried to ring it would sound the last seat. —Jimmy

**Fanfare**

Here you are... perfectly dressed all day long... and a half-shaved chump for a lunch party or a dancing date.

The curtain drops and brief jacket are the present answer to the summer man. It's double duty at one easy price. Designed by Doris Vince in wearable childhood. Featured—In the Mad House of "Charm."
London May Watch Two Rice Entries in 1946 Olympic Meet

It looks for now as if one or two Rice participants will be able to make it to the London Olympics. These athletes are the legendary Joe Quinlan and the new comer Bob Wilson. Both Rice athletes are training hard and are expected to make a strong showing in London.

Tennis Match Resolved in Southwest Divisional Foil Test

Bobby Jans finally secured his fourth victory through a strong performance in the Southwest Divisional Foil Test. This win was by no means easy, but Jans was able to outlast his opponent and emerge victorious.

The Finish

The finish line was the final point in a series of races held in the Southwest Division. Jans, however, pulled ahead of his opponents and claimed victory in the foil test.
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Footlights

By LESLIE DOUGL

WHAT IS the one thing that goes into your head when spring rolls around? An opera, naturally. Or at least to as many as five in one evening. The audience was surprised at the proficiency of the singers and the singers were surprised at the audience.

The Footlights writer had a sound part in both, as vocal director and stage manager. The chorus was his creation and he directed it with understanding.

The audience may not have known from their seats, but he certainly knew from the set he created. The scene was a garden, with a fountain, and the audience could smell the flowers. The music was beautiful, and the story was true.

The Footlights writer was none other than Mr. Mathison, who has been associated with the Footlights for many years. He is a true lover of music and understands it better than any other man in the city.
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